Abstract-In the fields of medical image analysis and computational anatomy, statistical shape models (SS Ms) is usually used for organ segmentation; SS Ms are statistically constructed from a population of organs. In this paper, we focus on the application of SS Ms for the computer-aided diagnosis of cirrhotic livers. Since chronic liver diseases or cirrhosis will cause significant morphological changes on both the liver and spleen, we constructed multiple SS Ms (i.e., liver SS M, spleen SS M, and a joint SSM of the liver and spleen) for morphological analysis. Coefficients of SS Ms are used as features for the classification of normal and cirrhotic livers. Through this paper, we show that classification accuracy can be significantly improved by effective mode selection, which is based on fisher discriminant analysis, and the use of a non-linear support vector machine. Furthermore, we also construct Computer-aided Diagnosis (CAD) of liver cirrhosis system using SSMs.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in statistical shape models (SSMs) of human anatomy. SSMs are statistically constructed fro m a population of organs and can capture morphological variat ions of human anatomy. To date, SSMs of various organs such as livers, hearts, and spleens have been constructed [2] [3] [4] [5] . In the fields of medical image analysis and computational anatomy, SSMs are usually applied to the automatic segmentation of medical images [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . However, there have been few studies for applying SSMs to computer-aided diagnosis and treatment support. In our previous study, we constructed a SSM of the liver and proved the potential application of SSMs for the classification of normal and cirrhosis livers by using a simp le linear classifier [12, 13] . We also constructed multip le SSMs (i.e., liver SSM, spleen SSM and joint SSM of the liver and the spleen) for morphological analysis [14, 15] ; this study is based on the fact that the chronic liver diseases and liver cirrhosis will also cause significant morphological changes in the spleen [16] .
Since each mode of the SSM represents a specific morphological variation, it is important to find effective modes that contribute to cirrhotic livers. As an improvement on our previous study, we propose to use fisher discriminant analysis to select effective modes as features for the classification of chronic liver d iseases. We also use a non-linear SVM for classification instead of the previously used simp le linear classifier [13] and nearest neighbour (NN) [15] . Our experiments have shown that both the mode selection method and the non-linear SVM classifier significantly improved classification accuracy.
II. CONSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION OF SSMS
We construct SSMs using the method, based on Ref. [16] . In this study, we evaluate the effectiveness of the constructed SSMs compactness. Compactness is a measure of the ability to express as many shape variations as possible by using as few components as possible. We use the accumu lation contribution rate (ACR) as an indicator of a co mpactness of the model, calculated as follo ws:
Where N is the number of samp les, and λ i and λ j are the ith and jth eigen values, respectively. In Figure 1 , the ACR is plotted against the number of modes used to represent the model. In the figure, the co mpactness of the liver and spleen is denoted by solid and dotted lines; the co mpactness of the jo int is denoted by circles. Figure 1 shows that the top 25% of components (i.e., modes) contain more than 95% of the model's variance (i.e., info rmation). Th is imp lies that the 3D shape can be represented well by us ing only a few of the top components. Because morphological changes of other components are largely irrelevant, the top leading modes containing 95% of the informat ion-i.e., the ACR are larger than 95%-are considered as useful modes , whereas other modes are considered to be noise.
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FIGURE I. ACR PLOT DESCRIBING T HE COMPACTNESS OF T HE THREE MODELS.
III. COMPUTER-AIDED DIAGNOSIS OF LIVER CIRRHOSIS USING SSM S

A. Selection of Effective Modes for Liver Cirrhosis
Liver cirrhosis is one of liver disease; it can cause left lobe's hypertrophy and right lobe's atrophy [17] . Further, liver cirrhosis often causes spleen hypertrophy [13] . These features impact the shape of the liver and spleen. Coefficients of the SSMs are used as morphological features to classify normal and abnormal livers. The modes, which have large class variations between the normal and abnormal classes and small variations within each of the classes, can be considered as effective modes for computer-aided diagnosis. We therefore apply fisher discriminant analysis (FDA ) to select effective modes by Eq. (5) Eq.(6) shows class variations between the normal and abnormal classes. Eq. (7) shows variations within each of the classes. In these equations, i is the evaluated mode, n is the number of samples, m is each mode's mean, and σ is each mode's variance. In this study, only the top modes containing 95% of the informat ion are used for mode selection.
B. Classification Experiments
To improve classificat ion accuracy, we use a non-linear SVM [19] as a classifier instead of our previous simple linear classifier [13] and NN [15] . In our classification experiments, two classifiers, nonlinear SVM and our previous NN, and two feature selection methods, the proposed FDA-based mode selection and conventional ACR-based mode selection, are used. Further, we use the leave-one-out method in our experiments. We randomly select one CT data as a test image, whereas the other CT data are used for training. For each method, a total o f 57 experiments (i.e., 28 for normal data and 29 for cirrhosis data) with a d ifferent test image are perfo rmed.
Classification accuracy is defined as N c / N , where N c and N represent the number of correct ly classified data and overall number of test data, respectively. Figure 2 shows the classification accuracy of livers using three, six, and nine modes, respectively. We co mpare four experimental results-i.e., SVM with our proposed FDA mode selection, SVM with conventional ACR mode selection, NN with our proposed FDA mode selection, and NN with conventional ACR mode selection-for each case. As shown in Figure 2 , our proposed FDA mode selection demonstrates better results than the conventional ACR mode select ion for both SVM and NN; further, non-linear SVM is superior to NN. Figure 3 shows the dependence of classification accuracy (SVM with FDA mode selection) on the nu mber of modes. The best result was obtained by the use of the selected top six modes. 
C. Computer-Aided Diagnosis of Liver Cirrhosis
In this study, we will aim to put our research to practical use in medical fields. So, We construct CAD of liver cirrhosis system using SSMs. This system can d iagnose liver cirrhosis automatically. Figure 4 shows execution screen of this system. For v isually understanding diagnostic results, we classify liver using linear discriminant analysis in this system at present. In addition, this system can lin k to electronic health record and compare input case's 3D liver shape with three similar cases' 3D liver shape in datasets. Since doctors diagnose liver cirrhosis by liver shape using CT images (2D images), this function can understand liver shape easily. In our future study, we will attempt to switch fro m linear d iscriminant analysis to non-linear SVM. IV. CONCLUSION In this study, we constructed three SSMs: one for the liver, one for the spleen and one for the joint. Next, we selected effective modes for classification by using FDA. We compared classification accuracy between using effective modes and eigen values in the decreasing order in non-linear SVM and NN. We classified livers normal and abnormal by non-linear SVM wh ile changing modes for classification one by one. Results indicated that selecting effective modes using FDA is necessary for classification. Furthermore, we also construct CAD of liver cirrhosis system using SSMs. In our future study, we will attempt to increase our datasets and construct more accurate models by using other statistical methods, such as sparse coding.
